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CYCLIC ATOMS IN ORTHOMODULAR LATTICES1

DONALD E. CATLIN

Abstract. Let P(H) denote the projection lattice of a separa-

ble Hubert space H. For each xGH, let Pz denote the projection

onto the one dimensional subspace generated by x. If B is a Boolean

sublattice of P(H), then it is a theorem that whenever B is maxi-

mal in P(H) there exists a vector xoGif, called a cyclic vector for B,

such that the join in P(H) of all the Pqu¿¡ as Q ranges through B is

the identity operator /.In this paper we show that this theorem is

an immediate corollary of a more general theorem in orthomodular

lattice theory. In addition, a final theorem in the paper makes clear

the necessity for the separability assumption on H.

1. Introduction. Let P(H) denote the projection lattice of a

separable Hubert space H. For each xEH, let Px denote the projec-

tion onto the one dimensional subspace generated by x. If B is a

Boolean sublattice of P(H), then it is a theorem that whenever B

is maximal in P(H) there exists a vector x0EH, called a cyclic vector

for B, such that the join in P(H) of all the Pq<.z,) as Q ranges through

B is the identity operator I. Although the converse of this theorem

holds, it is the theorem as stated that is of interest in applications

( [ö] and [7]). In an address to the 1968 NSF Conference on Quantum

Mechanics and Orthomodular Lattices held at the University

of Massachusetts, R. J. Greechie posed the problem of finding a

lattice theoretic analog of this theorem. In this paper we present a

solution to Greechie's problem.

2. Preliminaries. By an orthomodular lattice we mean an ortho-

complemented lattice (L, ;§, '). ' denoting the orthocomplement,

such that whenever x, yEL with x^y, the relation y—x\/(y/\x')

holds. Henceforth L will always represent an orthomodular lattice

and any seemingly homeless elements will belong to L. Two elements

x, yEL are said to be orthogonal, written xl.y, provided that

x^y'. Two elements x, yEL are said to commute, written x C y, in

casex — (x/\y)W(xAy')- For each aEL we define a mapping 00:7_—>L

by the relation
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faix) = ix V a') A a.

This mapping is called the Sasaki projection on a. The basic facts on

commutativity and Sasaki projections are given in [2, Lemmas 1 and

2, pp. 66-67]. Since some of these facts are used in this paper, we

quote these lemmas here:

2.1 Lemma. Let e,fEL and {ea\aEA}EL. Then

ii) ifa)2=fa,
(ii) faifaif)') =f'Ae,
(iii) if Vaea exists, then V„0e(ea) exists and <£e(VaO = Va(/)e(ea),

(iv) faif)=f**f¿e,
(v) fa(f) = 0^f¿e', i.e., fie.

2.2 Lemma. Let e,fEL. Then

ii) eCMfCe,
(ii) e Cf<^<p4>¡ = <pf<pe**<b¿l>f = e/\f,
(iii) e Cf^ieVf')Af=eAf<*(JVe')Ae=fAe,
(iv) e Cf^e' Cf.

In addition to these lemmas, it is helpful to observe that if x and y

are either comparable or orthogonal then x Cy. Also, by 2.2 (iii),

e Cf<^ffaie)=eAf, and this latter statement is equivalent to faie)

¿eAf since it is always true that faie) ^eAf-

A subset B of an orthomodular lattice (L, ¿, ') is called a Boolean

sublattice provided that B is a sublattice of L; B is suborthocom-

plemented, i.e., xEB=>x'EB; and x,yEB=$x Cy. Applying [2,

Lemma 4, p. 67], it is clear that a Boolean sublattice is certainly a

Boolean lattice in the usual sense. If B is a maximal Boolean sub-

lattice, then B is called a block, the terminology due to Greechie [3].

If for MEL we define C(M)= {x\x Cy VyEM}, it follows from

Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 that C(M) is a sublattice of L. Moreover, B is a

block if and only if B = C(B). In case (L, ¿, ') is complete, one can

prove that C(M) is a subcomplete sublattice of L (use [2, Lemma 3,

p. 67]).
A nonzero element a in an orthomodular lattice (L, ¿, ') is called

an atom in case 0¿x¿a, x?>*0=>x = a. (L, ¿, ') is called atomic pro-

viding every nonzero element has an atom under it. Using ortho-

modularity one can show that if (L, ¿, ') is atomic it is also atomistic,

i.e., every element is the join of the atoms under it. Finally (L, ¿, ')

is said to have the atomic projection property if whenever a is an atom,

fa(a) is an atom or zero for every bEL.

3. The hyperoctant property. Let (L, ¿, ') he an atomic ortho-
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modular lattice. Then L is said to have the atomic bisection property

(ABP) provided that for every pair of disjoint atoms a, bEL there

exists an atom cEL such that c^a\/b, C9*a and C9¿b ([l] and [4]).

It is easy to show that ABP is the same as requiring that for every

pair of orthogonal atoms a, bEL there exists an atom c such that

c^a\/b, c Ç a and c Ç b (ÚV means "does not commute with"). With

this motivation we define (L, ^, ') to have the hyperoctant property

(HP) if it is the case that for every orthogonal family of atoms {aa}

in L, with cardinality of {a„} ^2, there exists an atom a such that

a ^ Vatt« and a (f aa for each a. In case it is necessary for the orthog-

onal set {aa} to be finite (or countable) to assure existence of the

aforementioned a, we say that L has the finite hyperoctant property

(FHP) (or o--hyperoctant property (<r-HP)). Clearly (using Fourier

expansions) one can show that the projection lattice of any Hubert

space has the (r-HP and also if the space fails to be separable, then it

does not have the HP. Obviously HP=>o--HP=>FHP=>ABP and by

the above remark the first of these implications cannot, in general, be

reversed. Whether or not FHP=*o--HP is unknown at this time. We

will devote the remainder of this section to showing that ABP=>FHP.

3.1 Lemma. Let a, b, cEL, b an atom, cl.b, a not orthogonal to b,

and c^&Vc. Then a\/c = b\/c.

Proof. a\/b£b\/cso aVc = (a\Jc) A(b\/c) = ((a\/c) Ab)\/c (ortho-

modularity). But (a\/c)Ab = 0 is not possible since C9éa\/c and

hence (a\/c)/\b = b because b is an atom. Thus a\/c = b\/c.

3.2 Theorem. ABP=*FHP.

Proof. Let {a,\ i = 1, 2, • • • , ra}, ra è 2, be an orthogonal family of

atoms. We wish to show that there is an atom a such that a ^ V"=l a,-,

a Çat for each i=l, 2, • • - , n. The proof is by induction on ra. Cer-

tainly if ra = 2, ABP implies the existence of such an a. Suppose the

statement is true for some ra^2 and let {a¿|¿=l, 2, • ■ • , ra-f-l} be

an orthogonal family of atoms. By the induction hypothesis there

exists an atom a such that a^ V?=i ai and a (¡7 a,- for i = l, 2, • • - , n.

Since a'^A?=i o,[ ^an+i, aB+i is orthogonal to a. By ABP, choose b so

that b^a\/a„+i, b § a and b $ an+i- Suppose b C aj for some jS-n.

Then since b and a¡ are atoms, either b — a¡ or b^aj. If b = a¡, then

aj (f aB+i, a contradiction. Thus b^aj. Now b^a\fan+i, a_LaB+i, b is

not orthogonal to a, and a is an atom, so by Lemma 3.1 we have

b\Jan+i = a\Jan+i, whence a¿b\Zan+i- Now b^aj and an+i^a¡ so

that a ^a], a contradiction since a Ç a¡. Hence b if" a, for i = 1, 2, • • • ,

ra, ra + landegvT+i a¡.
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4. The residuated envelope of a Boolean sublattice. Let BEL

be a Boolean sublattice of the complete orthomodular lattice L. By

the residuated envelope of B, denoted ^B, we mean the map ^b'-L-^L

defined by ^b(x) = V&es fa(x). ^b is an example of a residuated map.

Though we will not make use of this fact, it is easily established and

thus we include its proof as part of (vi) in the following theorem. For

the definition of a residuated map see [S].

4.1 Theorem, (i) *ß(0) = 0.

(ii) x¿VBix).

(iii) x¿y=v*B(x)¿yB(y).

(iv) ^|=^B.

(v) ^b is a complete join homomorphism.

(vi) ^b is a residuated closure operator (see [S]).

Proof, (i) is clear.

(ii) Since 1EB, x=fa(x) ¿ Vkeb fa(x) =^B(x).

(iii) If x¿y, then for every bEB, fa(x) ¿fa(y)  and   the result

follows.

(iv) The proof makes use of 2.1 (iii) and 2.2 (ii).

**(*) =   V faiVaix)) =   V fa( V faix)) =   V    V fco*.(«)
bSB b£B        \ cBB / b£B  cE.B

=    V      V   fa^ix)   =    V   faix)   = Vaix).
66B  cGB 6ÊB

(v) This follows at once from 2.1 (iii).

(vi) To establish that ^b is residuated it suffices to check that for

each yEL, the (nonempty) set {xEL\^B(x) ¿y} has a greatest

element. But this follows easily from (v). ^fB is a closure operator by

virtue of (ii) and (iv).

4.2 Theorem (i) If cEC(B), then ̂ B(fa(x)) = fai*Bix)).
(ii) If bEB, then b C^B(x) for eachxEL.

(iii) ^b(x) =x if and only if xEC(B).

Proof.

fai^eix)) =<M   V faix)) =  V *,otó
ViSS / bEB

=   V <foo<k(a;) = Vnifaix)).
bGB

(ii) If è£S, then
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&(**(*)) = **(*(*)) =  V 4>Mx) -  V &.»(*)

= V       *.(*)   ̂     V   <be(x)   = ¥„(*).
c£B;csî> cGB

This is enough to imply commutativity.

(iii) If xEC(B), then x^VB(x) =tyB(<px(x)) =0x(*B(x)) gx. Hence

tyB(x) =x. Conversely, if tyB(x) =x, then by part (ii), x C b for every

bEB and so xEC(B).

4.3 Corollary. Range tyB = C(B).

4.4 Theorem. The following are equivalent:

(i) ¥s(x).Ly.

(ii) xJji>B(y).

(iii) ¥B(x)±*B(y).

Moreover, these imply xWy

Proof. (i)<=*(ii). tyB(x)±y<^>(ph(x)^y' for every bEB. Now

<t>b(x)^y' implies that yú(x'f\b)Vb'. Thus y\/b'^(x'Ab)\/b'

whence <pb(y) úx'/\búx'. By symmetry, ^(ïj^yo^^y)!!;'.

(i)«(iii). tyB(x)±y^ty2B(x)±y^<SfB(x)±tyB(y).

The last statement follows from 4.1 (ii).

5. The cyclic atom property. Let (L, i%, ') be a complete atomic

orthomodular lattice. We say that L has the cyclic atom property if

whenever F is a Boolean sublattice such that C(B) is a block, then

there exists an atom x0 such that tyB(x0) — 1. Such an atom is called a

cyclic atom for F.

5.1 Theorem. // L has the hyperoctant property then L has the

cyclic atom property.

Proof. Let F be a Boolean sublattice such,that C(B) is a block.

Let {aa} be a family of atoms in L maximal with respect to the

property that {^(öa)} is an orthogonal family. Then {aa} is an

orthogonal family. If {aa} contains only one atom, say b, we claim

<S?B(b) = \. For if not, then tyB(b)'9¿0 and we can find an atom

c^tyB(b)', whence cl-tyB(b). Thus ty B(c) 1& B(b) contradicting maxi-

mally of {b}. Thus we can suppose {aa} contains at least two atoms.

Using HP, choose Xo so that x0¿ Vaaa and Xo (f a<* f°r every a. Now for

each ß, x0^aß\/(VaSeß aa). Now aßl.(Va^ß aa), aß is an atom, and x0

is not orthogonal to aß, so by 3.1 we have jcoV Va¡^3 aa = aß\/Va^ß aa.

Applying tyB we obtain

*b(x0) V V tyB(aa) = *B(ofi) V V *B(aa).
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Now since range ^b = C(23), which by hypothesis is a block, we have

the distributive law at our disposal. Meeting both sides of the above

expression with tyßiap) we obtain

*b(*o) A *b(%) = *»(«/»)

i.e., tyBiaß) ¿tyBix0). Since this holds for all ß, we have V^ß(a^)

¿VbÍXo). We claim that V^uCa^) = 1. For if not, 0^A3^(03)' and

so there exists an atom a such that aáísíflí)' for every j3.

Thus aJ-^B^fl) for every ß and hence ^(a)!.^^) for every ß.

By maximality ¿1 = 03 for some ß, whence ty sia) A-ty ßia). It follows

that tyB(a) =0, and hence a = 0, a contradiction. This completes the

proof.

5.2 Corollary. 7/ L has the hyperoctant property, then every block

has a cyclic atom.

5.3 Corollary. If 77 is a separable Hilbert space, then P(H) has the

cyclic atom property.

5.4 Theorem. If L has the atomic projection property, then HP is

equivalent to the cyclic atom property.

Proof. We need only show that the cyclic atom property implies

HP. Let {aa} be an orthogonal family of atoms with cardinality at

least 2. Let B be any block such that {aa} EB. Choose xo to be a

cyclic atom for B. Define a=Vaaa and let b=fa(xo). Then b is an

atom or zero. If 6 = 0, then aLxo and since tyBia) =awe have tyßia)

Ixo. Then by 4.4 we have aA-tyßixo), whence a = 0, a contradiction.

Thus b is an atom. If b C aa for some a, either b = aa or bA.aa. Ii

b = aa, then tyBib) = tyBiaa) =aa. But tyBib) = tyBifaix0)) =faityBix0))

=<^a(l) =a, whencea = aa. This implies that the cardinality of {aa} is

one, a contradiction. If bA.aa, then bA.tyBiaa), so that tyb(Z>)A\aa. By

preceding calculation, this means that aA.aa, another contradiction.

Thus b¿Vaaa and b (¡7aa for each a, as required.

5.5 Corollary. A Hilbert space H has the cyclic atom property if

and only if it is separable.
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